Preface

Introduction

Living under Coronavirus 2020 lockdown - Possibly

Year Zero of Dystopian World Order

Coronavirus 2019, or Covid-19, as it is relabeled by WHO, is man-made contagion to control mankind in the year 2020 and onwards. It is a bioweapons lab fabrication. By who, or which bioweapons lab, is TBD. And it is also not an accidental release due to mishandling, or other protocol violations of a contagion of this lethality, known as BSL-4. Its basis is in Zoonosis, as the genetic source is shared with certain animals, principally bats, known to be the carriers of coronaviruses. Its virulence and targeted lethality, however, betrays an engineered contagion crafted with genetic engineering in a BSL-4 laboratory of which there are many worldwide. United States reportedly funds many of these contagion research labs that are located in strategic areas overseas where the untermensch lives are considered cheap, including labs in Wuhan China and Tbilisi Georgia, just to name two. But the engineered contagion is claimed to be naturally occurring due to mutation.

Genetic mutation is a convenient smoking-gun explanation for bioweapons when its deployment is covert, illegal, to be kept secretive, and variously blamed upon plausible explanations such as: a) Zoonosis; b) upon mankind's poor treatment of animals (some people eat anything); c) upon mankind's despoiling the earth's environment (over pollution and over industrialization that has increased carbon emissions and reduced life-sustaining symbiosis of the planet giving rise to all sorts of contagions); etceteras, all of which, it is argued by establishment experts, has led to such viruses exploding upon the earth's surface with greater frequency and lethality. If mankind did not reduce the earth's population and its heady living, and did not adopt a more sustainable lifestyle as
per the internationally agreed upon United Nations Agenda 21 for Sustainable Development in the twenty-first century, these experts say, it will spell the end of all mankind.

That public relations veneer of half-truths under the science of virology and science of environment, able to scare the living daylights out of any normal human being when told that he is confronted with a microbial global enemy that none can see, run or hide from, conceals a most lethally cunning agenda just beneath its shallow surface.

Behind that science of virology and science of environment that spreads fear and global panic, is the discipline of social science, specifically, social engineering, which is hybrid of mass social psychology, sociology, behavior control, political theory, political science, and construction of world order, a one-world order. The science of virology that underwrites the contagion that we are faced with today, and which has been declared a Pandemic by WHO, cannot be understood without acutely comprehending the social science that underwrites the science of virology as well as the science of medicine and its regulation and funding.

For instance, CDC's advice to physicians that increase-counting of coronavirus deaths when patients have not even been tested, illogical handling and deliberate mismanagement that lead to increased mortality, announced-preplanning, prediction of surprise outbreak, crafty presaging, continuous fear-mongering for years through dire predictions that would naturally enable WHO’s pre-meditated Global Vaccine Action Plan 2010 to guide discovery, development and delivery of lifesaving vaccines in conjunction with UNICEF, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, etcetera, etcetera, simply cannot be understood without some ma’arifat, i.e., wherewithal, of the cunning of statecraft and how it makes the public mind.

Narrative control by statecraft makes it difficult to decipher the underlying agendas when questions remain unasked even by its own “experts”, when commonsense is held in abeyance in crisis policy making, and alternate assessments that challenge the Big Lie are suppressed in the guise of squelching “fake news”. Truth needs no state protection, but the Ministry of Truth obviously does.

Good people, be they the common man or the science specialist, simply cannot comprehend the political science behind the Big Lie. Dictionary: a false statement of outrageous magnitude employed as a propaganda measure in the belief that a lesser falsehood would not be credible.

Here is how Adolf Hitler explained the Big Lie while describing how to construct the Third Reich:

“... All this was inspired by the principle--which is quite true in itself--that in the big lie there is always a certain force of credibility; because the broad masses of a nation are
always more easily corrupted in the deeper strata of their emotional nature than consciously or voluntarily; and thus in the primitive simplicity of their minds they more readily fall victims to the big lie than the small lie, since they themselves often tell small lies in little matters but would be ashamed to resort to large-scale falsehoods. It would never come into their heads to fabricate colossal untruths, and they would not believe that others could have the impudence to distort the truth so infamously. Even though the facts which prove this to be so may be brought clearly to their minds, they will still doubt and waver and will continue to think that there may be some other explanation. For the grossly impudent lie always leaves traces behind it, even after it has been nailed down, a fact which is known to all expert liars in this world and to all who conspire together in the art of lying. These people know only too well how to use falsehood for the basest purposes.” --- Adolf Hitler (1889–1945), Mein Kampf, Vol. I, Ch. X, Why The Second Reich Collapsed, tr. James Murphy, http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks02/0200601.txt

Most hard scientists, including obviously the medical scientists who work on virology and infectious diseases, and those who became physicians and surgeons, scientists and technologists, to serve humanity, or to make money, or just to bask in the glory of the Technetronic Era, are often rather innocent of knowledge when it comes to Machiavellian statecraft. These narrow-gauged specialists or broad superficial generalists are poorly read in the plethora of social science literature, especially social engineering, and cannot bring themselves to believe that such macro social evil as diabolically releasing deadly contagions among civilian populations backed by their adept perception management through psychological warfare operations, can actually exist in a civilized world.

Don't we now drive cars instead of riding on camels and horses? Didn't we outgrow barbarianism and mud houses? Don't we live in high-tech cities and have the magic of the internet that has brought the world closer, making it a global village? Haven't we transcended the myopia of religions and adopted secular humanism, or at least the liberal ideologies where there is liberty, equality, fraternity, motherhood and apple pie? Ignoring the odd ball wars against the Islamo-terrorists which are necessary to protect our lifestyle and our civilization, we are, after all, Harvard, MIT, Caltech, tech-savvy Ivy Leaguers, aren't we? How can Machiavellian macro social evil exist among our rulers who come from our own social classes?

Wasn't Bill Gates once one of us --- a techie? He is even magnanimously donating free vaccines to the third world from the trillions he made as the founder of Microsoft, and isn't that the altruistic template of good citizenship for all us is --- how can such macro social evil of population reduction and full spectrum control of what's left of mankind be attributed to his charitable foundation just
because he says “he loves vaccines” and is giving them away for free to people who can't even eat a full meal a day? That's surely better than telling the impoverished to eat cake if they can't afford bread! (Ever hear of the Trojan horse, or the proverb: Beware of Greeks bearing gifts?)

Politicians and salesmen are self-serving liars, obviously, and we know they are lying when their lips move, but not the scholarly elders and distinguished men and women of science, surely?

Such macro social evil of world order and all that it entails that conspiracy nut-jobs delight in to sell their names, does not and cannot exist except in dystopic novels and political philosophers’ dreams.

I have news for you useful idiots of empire: it does! We are being played. Being made a fool.

I don’t care if one studied at Harvard, Caltech, or MIT or Stanford, or is millionaire or billionaire. My own children are trained at the first two, and my wife and myself are MIT and I am also Stanford trained. Mine is a high-tech science-savvy family. That does not make one any more moral or wise or even courageous than the common man beholden to his stomach. It only makes one more enabled to be more easily co-opted in self-interest. My late father was only sixth grade pass (as he used to say to us to encourage us to study as that being the only upward path available to the middle classes worldwide). He had to quit school and was put to work since age 12 to support my grandparents’ family in British India during World War II. My grandfather was also not highly educated (he could read and write and do his book-keeping) and my grandmother was illiterate but loving and kind. My octogenarian mother was the most educated new member in the in-laws with a two-year BA in English literature from the Indian education system designed by Lord Macaulay to create a generation of English enabled clerks and serfs to serve British imperial interests. She introduced me to the British Council Library in Lahore in my sixth grade summer vacation. I was already an avid reader (instead of studying school books) and she helped me take that passion to the next level so early in life. But I acquired my moral and ethical leanings from my father and grandfather. They had so little, and yet their lives outshines my family’s by a mile. Their output / input ratio is greater than ours. In their survival mode they showed the values to live by. The takeaway from that inheritance is the choice between do well and do good that we are all forced to make. Can’t have both. And that choice determines if we shall be useful idiots, mercenaries, or live in truth regardless. It is a choice to be made by rich and poor alike, by Ivy League preps and slumlords alike.

Most of us who are privileged enough to have parents and families who enabled us to get this far, are today drowning in the surfeit of good life with eyes wide shut. We live in spiritual darkness despite our thin veneer of ritual piety and full mosques, temples and churches. Since I have seen the elite of the techno-elites among my peers, co-workers, and social class, I can safely say that most of
us are, as I coined it in Urdu, *likha-partha jahils*. I.e., educated morons who largely function as economic widgets chasing their American Dream; who *United We Stand* with absurdities lest that dream gets shattered by the state's security apparatus; and more often than not, whose conscience is not despoiled being *Summun Bukmun Umyun*, hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil. The best minds of mankind are reduced to intellectual slavery by adapting themselves to the *Fable of the Bees* --- worker bees forced into life-long servitude to the queen to manufacture honey that few of them may harvest for themselves, and all of which is plundered by the hungry bears lurking outside far more easily than fools are deprived of their savings in pyramid scams. In this case, crumbs of dry honeycombs do fall off every now and then from the bears' tables to keep the American Dream of the slavish classes alive. Bernard de Mandeville hath noted in his *Fable of the Bees* at the onset of the industrial revolution in early 18th century: “*The economic well-being of the nation depends on the presence of a large number of men who are content to labor hard all day long.*” See *The Fable of the Bees and the Seduction of Science and Technology Corrupting the Intellect and the Soul*.

These so called elite classes running the economic and intellectual engines of society by necessity of chasing their American Dream, see only the top 10 percent of the visible iceberg above the surface that trades on Wall Street and is gleaned vicariously from establishment messaging machines such as years of public schooling, books, movies, talk-shows, news media, social media chats, water-cooler conversations, etc. They refuse to even accept the fact that there is a 90 percent that lies just underneath the surface that supports what's visible, and all it takes is a modicum of forensic acuity to witness the bears agendas in plain-sight hidden just beneath the surface. Often not hidden at all, as the primates even announce their own rampaging presence to those who have the ability to read, to see, to understand. Anyone is invited to join in for it isn't a zero sum game.

But forensic acuity due to years of what has mostly become *trade-schooling*, easily escapes these uber learned scholars and intellectuals and technicians and other slavish classes graduating from America's and Westerndom's finest universities and its military-industrial complexes --- we shall forego the East for the moment due to her nations being largely subservient to the West, and in any case, the vast majority of their brown and yellow curds are indoctrinated into Westerndom's core axioms anyway.

They – all who front for rulers behind the scenes as their useful idiots (that's when they are *innocent of knowledge*), and as their bitches (that's when they are in the know and are witting accomplices for the tiny scraps of worldly heaven that falls off the oligarchic tables) – demand hard evidence of Machiavellian orchestrations which always come wrapped in big lies and plausible deniability, and with crafty red herrings and erudite misdirections aplenty, as if statecraft is an Inspector Jacques Clouseau's Pink Panther movie in which the master-criminal arrogantly leaves a white glove behind.
as the calling card. Any unraveling by fearless detectives of the unspeakable 90 percent grotesque reality that underwrites the masses’ descent into manufactured dystopia as a consequence of the 10 percent visible fear-mongering and terrorization of the public mind, is labeled “conspiracy theory”. See Anatomy of Conspiracy Theory.

More heavily invested one is in one's own success, harder and harder it is to see the 90 percent of the iceberg. The evidence of this is writ large not just in the recent history of the banality of evil witnessed in the makers of the Third Reich, but in the current affairs of the Fourth now in the making as well. Only in defeat, or ex post facto, will the hidden in plain-sight iceberg become suddenly visible to all and sundry circus clowns now denying its existence, and also to the innocent techno-savants of empire who are mostly content chasing their narrow American Dreams which change easily to any landscape... they once had the German Dream for Lebensraum, and today many have moved on to the Zionist Dream for Eretz Yisrael with Tel Aviv and occupied Jerusalem fast replacing the once dominant Western capitals as the new loci of world domination.

Through my two decades of Justice Activism as part of Project Humanbeingsfirst unraveling the Big Lies manufactured by the most able-minded circus clowns of empire across its military-industrial-academe-news-thinktank complexes, all of whom openly collude to make the public mind as the machinery of the Mighty Wurlitzer (no conspiracy here, just a statement of fact of democratic demonic statecraft whose imperative is primacy and hegemony, See Report on The Mighty Wurlitzer - Architecture of Modern Propaganda), I have discovered that the mass naiveté of the public is best captured in the following depiction of child-like innocence, unadulterated by the reality of primacy:
How does that perspective change work vis a vis this pandemic crisis? How does this new contagion crisis that has so easily locked down the entire planet, play in the larger scheme of things?

In a nutshell, it is best captured in these few sentences from the back cover of the 9th Edition of my book: *The Poor Man's Guide To Modernity – Oligarchic Primacy For World Government*, 2015:

> The myriad crises which afflict humanity today, from the Global War on Terror to Global Financial Crisis to Global Pandemic, and a few more to come including Global Food Shortage to UFO-Alien Invasion, are only the successive Hegelian mind-fcks, ahem, the “acts” and “deeds” of making current affairs “look like a great ‘booming, buzzing confusion’ to use William James’ famous description of reality.”.

> Each new ‘booming, buzzing confusion’ creates the raison d'être for more global laws which incrementally erode more national sovereignty. The response to each new crisis brings the nations of the world one baby-step closer towards the Global Governance of the entire planet. A one-world government if you will.

> The devilish modus operandi is to deliberately fabricate global problems, or their illusions, and offer only those predetermined solutions which result in bigger government, incrementally leading to a single one-world global police-state.

> “Create conditions so frightful at home and abroad that the abandonment of personal liberties and national sovereignty will appear as a reasonable price for a return to domestic tranquility and world peace.”

Pandemic 2020 is to bring the world multiple steps closer to one-world dystopia. This could very well be the Year Zero of Dystopian World Order. However, that final stage before one-world government can be fully cemented into earth history without remnance of public resistance, must still be an even graver cosmological threat of existential proportions, an alien invasion... but we shall see how far this microbial enemy can take us on the Hard Road to a New Dystopian World Order.

That alien threat isn't so far fetched as may first appear to the innocent of knowledge: The Pentagon has released three unclassified videos taken by Navy pilots showing unidentified flying objects, reports world's news media in unison on April 27, 2020, just in time to add to mankind's existential worries. This is what the Pentagon's declassified UFO flying saucer looks like:
And this is what a real flying saucer flown by the United States Air Force with the USAF insignia looks like:

And this is what that real flying saucer with USAF insignia looks like while on the ground on NASA premises:
And this is what that bad bad alien in that UFO about to invade earth looks like:

![Alien Image]

Caption Earth must prepare for close encounter with aliens, say scientists. UN should co-ordinate plans for dealing with extraterrestrials – and we can’t guarantee that aliens will be friendly. Evolution on alien worlds is likely to be Darwinian, which may mean extraterrestrials share our tendencies for violence and exploitation. (Image via UK Guardian Photograph: Rex)


Ex post facto, it will all be made to appear as happenstance and natural outcome of global crises --- mankind, or what's left of it, having no other choice but to live in a global police state for the their own protection.

The worldwide lockdown we are living in today as I write this Introduction on this Easter Sunday 2020, even the best intellectuals and sophisticated individuals among us feel justified that it is for our own protection. It is a social experiment to see how far would the public be willing to give up their freedoms and obey draconian measures without too much public disturbance when it is couched in terms of public safety. It is also yet another macro social exercise in obedience training, just as taking shoes off at the world's airports has Pavlovianly trained virtually the entire world's public to do so without a murmur at just the sight of X-ray scanning machines. See Body-scan Alert - Not Suffering Indignities at Airports.

This book: The Useful Idiot's Guide To Pandemic 2020, is compilation of my analysis on pandemic and modern medicine to demonstrate how it plays into world order right alongside global warming and climate change theology with which it shares the endgame. This is how I am coping with the
Coronavirus 2020 under lockdown --- still trying to educate anyone who is able to read, despite Doktor Google having removed all my websites and writings of the past two decades from its Blogger service without any explanation. I hope this book, my two bit of public service, recomposed from Internet Archive's Wayback Machine, will help you, dear adventurous reader, to cope with this new crisis by making you better informed.

As for how I am dealing with protecting myself from the vile contagion (under the presumption that it is a real bioweapon and not merely psyops exercise in demand creation for vaccines):

- I take 2000 mg of vitamin C once or twice a day. I give my mom who is an octogenarian only one doze of 2000 mg in the morning.
- I cook with turmeric powder mixed in with other sub-continental spices that naturally boost the immune system.
- I also drink a lot of herbal tea every day throughout the day (60+ oz, but that was before Ramadan started, during fasting no tea) with the following natural antioxidants / anti-inflammatory spices that help build up the immune system:
  - cloves (one or two per serving of tea),
  - green cardamoms (eight to ten with shell removed in each serving of tea),
  - concentrate oil of oregano (two drops with a dropper per serving of tea),
  - dalchini (small piece of cinnamon stick of sub-continental variety, flat thin ones),
  - fresh ginger (several thin slices per serving of tea whenever I remember),
  - fresh mint leaves (many leaves per serving of tea when available),
  - sweetened with Manuka honey from New Zealand (medicinal grade UMF 10+) or organic raw honey (from Costco)
- and try to eat organic fresh fruits and vegetables whenever these are available (lately we have been eating lentils and rice concoctions etc. due to lockdown).

I have read a great deal of medical literature on the ability of the human body to heal itself under the right set of nutritional and emotional / psychological states that release hormones and other biochemical agents of healing into the body. Immunology studies have long confirmed that those with healthy immune systems are able to withstand diseases better and also able to heal faster, sometimes to the amazement of medical science. Immunologists have also long observed that those who are psychologically stressed have their immune system depressed, and conversely, those who
are happy or unstressed heal better. Just the stress induced from the fear of the pandemic is sufficient to make us more susceptible to the contagion. Add to it the stress of shutdown, loss of livelihood, shelter-in-place confinement now into its second month, and what do you get? A self fulfilling prophecy.

- A good layman's read in this regards is Norman Cousin's *Anatomy of an Illness: As Perceived by the Patient*, that gives the case study of how Cousin's healed himself under a physician's supervision with *laughter therapy* and other immune system boosting intravenous intakes made by nature.
- Another good read is Stanford University Professor of Biology and Neurology, Robert Sapolsky's *Why Zebras Don't Get Ulcers*, the acclaimed guide to Stress, Stress-Related Diseases, and Coping.
- Nobel laureate in Chemistry for 1954, Dr. Linus Pauling's life's work on intravenously mega dozing with Vitamin C for healing all sorts of fatal diseases by boosting the immune system is much disliked by the big-pharma based medical science for a reason.

The first essay in this book, my report on modern medicine titled: *What's the truth about modern medicine*, contains more examples of nutrition-based natural remedies pursued by quite mainstream medical professionals that have overcome the healing limits of big-pharma's for-profit drug protocols which have very potent iatrogenic side effects.

This latest compendium of essays in The Useful Idiot's Guide To Pandemic 2020 on medical and climate pretexts for constructing world order is my last. Vaccines for coronavirus Covid-19 plaguing mankind at this moment, when most nations on earth have some level of lockdown with *stay at home* orders, shall soon become the medical establishment's next big sales pitch. The fear-mongering coupled to the deadly man-made contagion would have been a most successful marketing exercise in history in global demand creation for vaccines. Vaccination will not be voluntary either, but mandatory, and sanctioned by law. You make up your own damn mind after reading this book whether you wish to take that vaccine and enter the brave new world that it shall herald, or, resist taking it and end up belonging to the new undesirable-untouchable underworld class without the digital vaccination certificate built into your body. Colorado counties have chosen to resist mandatory vaccinations.

Either way, the world order that shall enslave mankind beckons --- unless the public worldwide awakens to its dangers now and resists it forcefully --- it is virtually already a fait accompli. The
sheep are of course never known to resist the butcher's knife nor protest the habit of mutton eating.

May God Almighty help us!

InshaAllah!

That laconic Islamic prayer which means God Willing, hides a well-spring of theology of hope. It is obviously a non sequitur if one does not believe in God meddling in human affairs. The Christian-centric deists who founded the United States of America believed that, which is why they appealed to Laws of Nature and Nature's God to entitle them to their God-given rights in the Declaration of Independence. Unlike in Christianity, in Islam however, God, who has named Himself Allah, avers that He has Completed and Perfected His Guidance to mankind and categorically stated in His Scripture, the Holy Qur'an, that now it is up to man to be thankful or unthankful, to follow the Divine Guidance or to ignore it, and the path taken by mankind, its societies and civilizations, shall automatically lead to its own logical destination (culmination) as the Sunan-e-illahi (i.e., Divine Law, natural law of cause and effect); but all shall be called to account individually on the Day of Reckoning for one's deeds of commissions as well as omissions, in the company of the leaders / imams / dogmas one followed.

This Guidance of the Holy Qur'an implies that, (sound of drum roll), in Islam, the prayer InshaAllah, while it gives hope to the hopeless, does not necessarily mean God shall intervene contrary to His own Divine Laws in order to protect mankind from ourselves. The God of Islam has already stated categorically, that He shall replace us with a better people who shall not ignore His Divine Guidance System, who shall strive for justice and throw the yoke of servitude to fellow man of their own accord. Therefore, as far as Muslims are concerned, it is up to us whether or not we survive this grotesque New World Order.

For everyone else awaiting the Prophecy of the Last Days to be fulfilled as Divine Intervention, see Manufacturing facts to fit prophecy. The last chapter of this compendium further dissects the Savior myth now that even the Jews in Israel are anxiously awaiting the arrival of their Messiah to cure this pandemic, and to put Zionistan on the top of the world as the new ruling state of the world.

Zahir Ebrahim
Project Humanbeingsfirst.org
in lockdown in California on Easter Sunday, April 12, 2020
Last Updated for UFO images on April 30, 2020